
1 Introduction

The purpose of this assignment is to extend the interpreters to support a
larger subset of the Scheme language, including normal functions and list
manipulation operators.

The following primitives has to be created or extended:

define Add support for function definitions.

cons Create a new list from a sexp and a list.

car The first item of a list.

cdr The rest of a list

null? True if the argument evaluates to an empty list.

list? True if argument evaluates to a list.

lambda Create an anonymous function.

2 Function Definitions

There are some important differences between primitives and functions.

A primitive:

� performs a unique operation that can’t be done by any composition of
other primitives or functions.

� is implemented as a part of the compiler or interpreter.

� may depend on partial evaluation of its arguments

A function:

� all arguments are evaluated when a function is called.

� is defined in the target language (Lisp).

� functionality provided by composition of other functions and primitives.

The addition operator, +, is a primitive in Scheme because there’s no
other primitive or combination of primitives that add numbers.
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The if expression is a primitive because no other primitive or combina-
tion of primitives support conditional evaluation of arguments. Even if such
primitives existed, the if-expression could never have been a normal function
since it evaluates only one branch expression.

3 Static and Dynamic Scoping

The curriculum has detailed discussions about this topic, this section serves
as a short summary.

Scoping rules are needed to figure out where to look for parameter bind-
ings.

� Dynamic scoping means that the scope of the function caller should be
searched next for a missing variable binding.

� Static Scoping means that the lexically enclosing scope (upwards in
source file) should be searched next for a missing variable binding.

Listing 1: Scoping Example
(define x 0)

(define (f y)

(+ x y))

(define (g x z)

(f z))

; static scoping : returns 3

; dynamic scoping: returns 13

(g 10 3)

Using example 1. For both dynamic and static scoping the following is
true:

1. The function f is called with the value 3 as an argument.

2. The value of the evaluated argument is bound to the parameter y in f.

3. The function f needs the value of the variable x to compute its result.

The difference between static and dynamic scoping is where f looks for
the binding of x.

� Using Static Scoping ; f will look for x in its lexically enclosing scope.
This will be the global scope in this case.
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� Using Dynamic Scoping ; f will look for x in, the scope of the caller, g.

Almost all modern programming languages, Scheme included, uses static
scoping.

4 Functions and Static Scoping in Scheme

Both implementations utilizes an environment abstraction. The environment
is essentially a stack of scopes that for assignment 2 supports the following
operations:

� add : Binds a key to a value in the innermost scope. It’s an error if
the key is already present in that scope.

� lookup : Searches each scope, from the innermost to the outermost, for
the value bound to a key. It’s an error if a key is unbound in all scopes.

� pushScope : Creates a new environment referencing the same scopes as
the original with an additional empty inner scope.

Again with reference to example 1; The function f has to search its lexical
environment for the value of the variable x when called. The caller, in this
case g, is unaware of the lexical environment of f. f therefore needs to know
its own lexical environment.

When a function is called with arguments:

1. The arguments are evaluated within the callers environment.

2. An environment with a function scope (see pushScope) is created from
the functions lexical environment.

3. The argument values are bound to the parameter names in the new
environment.

4. The function body is evaluated in context of the new environment.

5 A Small Digression

These assignments implements a gradually larger subset of the Scheme lan-
guage. It’s a priority to create a proper subset of the language. That is, every
primitive should behave exactly like expected in a real implementation. This
won’t be completely true for the cons primitive, it’ll be a bit more restrictive.
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Figure 1: Conceptual internal representation of the list ’(42 69 613)

In Lisp, the cons primitive creates a pair referencing two values. It’s a very
common abstraction to let the first cell in the pair reference a value and to
let the last cell reference another pair or the empty list. This is conceptually
how lists are stored in memory in Lisp.

These cells are for historical reasons called car and cdr. See figure 1. The
leftmost cell in a pair references the car part and the rightmost pair references
the cdr part.

In a real Lisp, the cdr part may reference any other value. It would be
possible to represent the numbers in the list in figure 1 using only two cons-
pairs. The last cons-pair would then reference two numbers. While legal,
this construct would no longer be a list. This would break compatibility
with many of the generic functions as lists are the main abstraction in Lisp.
So the gain of being able to represent collections of data using a little less
space is almost always outweighed by the loss of generality.

This implementation won’t allow the cdr of a cons-cell to be anything
other than a pair or an empty list. This is in practice the same as to say
that the second argument to cons has to be a list.

6 Primitives

6.1 define

Define accpets two arguments for variable definitions, a name and a s-
expression. For function definitions; define accepts two or more arguments.
The first argument is a list containing the function name and optionally the
parameter names. The remaining arguments are the function body.

Listing 2: Usage of define
; x is a variable with the value 12
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(define x 12)

; f is a function that returns 12 when called

(define (f) 12)

; g is a function with parameters

(define (g x y) (+ x y))

6.1.1 Variadic Functions

Most programming language has support for functions that accepts a variable
number of arguments. A well known example is the printf function in C.

Scheme supports this by using a special dot notation. The next to last
element in the parameter list is the dot and the last element is the name of
the variable argument list.

Listing 3: The list function
(define (list . seq) seq)

The function list defined in listing 3 is a commonly used alternative to
the quote primitive. The difference between the two is that list is a normal
function that evaluates its arguments.

Listing 4: Examples of the list function
(list) ; ()

(list 1 2 3) ; (1 2 3)

’(1 2 3) ; (1 2 3)

(list 1 (+ 2 3)) ; (1 5)

’(1 (+ 2 3)) ; (1 (+ 2 3))

6.2 cons

Cons accepts and evaluates two arguments. The first argument may evaluate
to any s-expression. The second argument must evaluate to a list. The
notation for the empty list is ’(). Cons creates and returns a new list with
the first argument prepended to the list in the second argument.

(cons 1 ’()) ; (1)

(cons 1 ’(2 3)) ; (1 2 3)

6.3 car

Car accepts and evaluates one argument. The argument must evaluate to a
non-empty list. The first element of the list is returned.

(car ’(1 2)) ; 1
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6.4 cdr

Cdr accepts and evaluates one argument. The argument must evaluate to a
non-empty list. A new list containing every item in the original list but the
first element is returned.

(cdr ’(1 2)) ; (2)

(cdr ’(2)) ; ()

6.5 null?

null? accepts and evaluates one argument. Returns boolean true if the
evaluated argument is an empty list.

(null? ’(1 2)) ; #f

(null? 3) ; #f

(null? ’()) ; #t

6.6 list?

List? accepts and evaluates one argument. Returns boolean true if the
evaluated argument is a list.

(list? ’(1 2)) ; #t

(list? 3) ; #f

(list? ’()) ; #t

6.7 lambda

The lambda primitive creates an anonymous function. Lambda accepts a
parameter list and a body of at least one expression. It returns the new
function.

(lambda (x) x) ; #<procedure >

(( lambda (x) x) 1) ; 1

(( lambda (x) x) ’1) ; 1

(( lambda (x) x) ’a) ; a

7 Implementation Specific Changes

There’s a tool to help merge the completed version of assignment 1 with
the handout for assignment 2. See the migration guide in the wiki at http:
//github.com/eivindgl/inf3110-assignment1/wiki/Migration_guide.
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There’s a minor change to the handout code. Quote is no longer a s-
expression. This is possible because the parser, called the reader in Lisp
lingo, now converts ’a to (quote a). Likewise ”a gets converted to (quote
(quote a)). If you follow the migration guide, this change won’t affect you.

7.1 Java Implementation

There are two new classes in the *.sexp folder.

SExpFunction.java Notice how the constructor stores a copy of the current
environment. This is the accesslink, a link to the static environment of
the function.

VarArgName.java See section 6.1.1 for a description of variadic functions.
When the define primitive reads and stores the parameter names; if the
next to last name is a dot, then the last name should be stored as an
instance of VarArgName.

There are in addition one class in *.sexp.primitives for each primitive listed
in section 6.

7.2 ML Implementation

The Symbol constructor from the sexp datatype is removed. A new version
of the quote primitive is supplied with the assignment-2 handout.

The sexp datatype has gotten three new constructors.

Primitive of string Stores the name of the primitive. This is needed to
support higher order functions. It’s possible to pass any function, also
primitives, as an argument to another function.

Function of sexp Environment.environment * sexp list * sexp list
When a function is defined, this is the value bound to the function
name. This is also the return value from the lambda primitive. The
first argument is the access link. The second argument is the parameter
list and the third argument is the function body.
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8 Final Remarks

The assignment is due within the 15th of October. Please create a tar
or zip file of the whole project for delivery. Delivery is done by email
to eivindgl@student.matnat.uio.no.
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